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Read the following narrative :         5 M

Rohit and Rehman were good friends. One day Rehman made a call to Rohith
and asked him to come to his home immediately. Rohith rushed to his house. What is
the matter. Rohith questioned. After a few munutes of silence Rehman said that his
father got transfer to Tirupathi. Both of them became dull. Silence prevailed once
again. Rehman broke the silence saying that we can not carry our puppy Jenny along
with us as it is very far away from here. You also can’t handle it as you have karate
kitten in your house what shall we do now?

Task - 1 (Reading Comprehension)

Answer the following questions?

1. Why was Rohith and Rehman became dull?

A. _______________________________________________________________

2. Where did Rehman’s father got transfer?

A. _______________________________________________________________
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3.

A. _______________________________________________________________

4.

A. _______________________________________________________________

5.

A. _______________________________________________________________

Continue reading the narrative :

Finally Rehman and Rohit decided to handover their Jenny (puppy) in the pet
shop. They went to pet shop on sunday at 10.00 AM. the shop keeper welcomed them.

Task 2 (Creative Expression) 5 M

Complete the following conversation between shop keeper ans Rehman.

Shop keeper : Good morning young boys. how can I help you.

Rehman : ______________________________________________

Shop keeper : ______________________________________________

Rehman : ______________________________________________

Shop keeper : ______________________________________________

Rehman : ______________________________________________

Shop keeper : ______________________________________________

Rehman : Thank you uncle.

Continue reading the narrative :

Rehman’s family had boarded the train after booking all the house furniture in
packer and movers Rohit waved his hand until Rehman disappeared from his sight.

Task 3 (Creative expression) 5 x 1 = 5 M

Now write five sentences about friendship using the clues given.

Friend ship ; bond of love ; trust ; understanding ; needs honesty ; supports in
bad ; sacrifies to help you ; gift of God.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
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Task 4 (Grammar) 5 M

Read the following passage and fill in the blanks with appropriate
prepositions (at, by, for, to, in, on)

Rehman’s father is now ____________________ the railway station He is waiting
his uncle. His uncle is comming ____________________ the Krishna express
__________________ Tirupathi the train has arrived. Now they are _________________
an auto when they reached home Rehman said welcome ____________________ our
house grand pa.

Task 5 (Creative expression) 5 M

Rohith went to the picnic. He saw a notice board on the seashore. Here is the
notice.

Now write a notice to keep your school surroundings clean.

Task 6 (Vocabulary) 5 x 1 = 5 M

Rehman ans Rohith saw many pets in the pet shop they are of different colours
and sizes fram meaningful phrases taking words from the box given.

Notice

Do s Don’t s

1. Children should be accompained 1. Don’t go deep in to water
by elders

2. Wear shoe / slippers when you 2. Don’t drink see water
walk on the sea shore

3. Beware of sea animals 3. Don’t through waste in to sea

4. Wear water proof Jackets while 4. Don’t go for boating on a stormy day
boating.

Notice

Do s Don’t s

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.
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1. ________________________ 2. ________________________

3. ________________________ 4. ________________________

Task 7 (Conventions of writing) 10 x ½ = 5 M

Read the following sentence and rewrite it by connecting the spellings of
underlined words, placing comma, fullstop capital letters and exclamatory marks
where ever necessory good morning i am so pleased to meat a boy liek you hari turned
around and stared in fight.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Task 8 (Creative Expression) 5 M

Look at the picture given below carefully and write five sentences describing it
by using the clues given below.

Clues to describe thepicture :

Janaki and Rohi ; pet shop ; young shop keeper ; welcomed , many pets , cages,
advised, kitten, special, karate kitten, reached home

1. ________________________ 2. ________________________
3. ________________________ 4. ________________________
1. ________________________ 2. ________________________
5. ________________________

White

Black

Little Green

Grey

Big


